C hronic illnesses and disabilities take on specific meanings that can be understood through the narratives of patients, their families, and other caregivers (Kleinman, 1988) . When rhe ability ro perform familiar activities becomes impaired, a person's self-concept and life plans undergo reformularion. Accordingly, the person's biography-the Story of his or her life-must be reconstructed. Such "biographical work," as the process has been called by Corbin and Strauss (I 988), can be seen clearly in the many autobiographies by adults with acquired physical disabilities or with late-onset chronic illnesses (Beissel', 1989; Callahan, 1989; de Mille, 1981; Hockenberry, 1995; Lorde, 1980; Mairs, 1989; Murphy, 1987; Webster, 1989 ; see also Frank, 1994; Monks & Frankenberg, 1995) .
Clinical practice requires occupational rherapists to develop individualized understandings of patients, the meaning to rhem of their impairments, rheir experiences of treatment, and possibilities for reconstructing their oCCllpations, selves, and lives . In accomplishing these goals of clinical practice, occupational therapists informally or formally use qualitative methods to
• make systematic observarions (Hasselkus, 1993; Kielhofner, 1982a Kielhofner, , 1982b Krefting, 1989; Spencer, Krefting, & Matringly, 1993) • listen [Q patients' srories (Burke & Frank, 1994; Hel- frich & Kielhofner, 1994; Helfrich, Kielhofner, & Marringly, 1994) • validate interprerations they make about their patients' lives (Krefring, 1991; McCuaig & Frank, 1991) • interact and collaborate with patients [Q create new worlds, new meanings, and new life srories (Clark, 1993; Crepeau, 1991; Gillerre & Mattingly, 1987; Marringly, 1991a Marringly, , 1991b Marringly, , 1994 Mattingly & Fleming, 1993; Mattingly & Gillerre, 1991) .
These methods all rely on a narrative approachthat is, on relling a srory. Sometimes it is the occupational therapist who tells the srory, sometimes the patient, but there will usually be numerous possible versions and . . . , . . reVISIOns at any gIven P0!11t !11 tIme.
Clinical practice, implicirly or explicirly, involves constructing and interpreting the patient's life history, a chronological narrative that identifies and makes sense of important events in the patient's life. This arricle presents a brief introduction to some life hisrory methods that have been used, or could be used, by occupational therapists in clinical practice. Differences berween the patient's and oCCllpational therapist's constructions of the life srory must be recognized (although not necessarily eliminared) to allow for a productive therapeutic encounter.
Understanding Patients' Lives: Life History as a Narrative Approach
The use of narratives in occupational therapy clinical practice occurs as pan of a larger movement ro use narratives in other fields such as hisrory, sociology, anthropology, education, social work, psychoanalysis, counseling, and psychotherapy (cr., Benstock, 1988; Bertaux, 1981; Bruner, 1990; Gergen & Gergen, 1988; Gluck & Patai, 1991; Josselson & Lieblich, 1993 , 1995 Langness & Frank, 1981; Lieblich & Josselson, 1994; Personal Narratives Group, 1989; Polkinghorne, 1988; Sarbin, 1986; Schafer, 1992; Spence, 1982) . Broadly defined, the life hisrory is a narrative approach in which empirical methods are used to reconstruct and interpret the lives of ordinary persons. Life hisrories, as a genre, can include case histories, life-charts, life stories, hermeneutic case reconstruction, therapeutic emplotment, and other biographical methods (see Table 1 ).
The term life history is also used more narrowly to mean a chronological, developmental portrait based on important events in a person's life. In this narrower sense, life histories are only one method occupational therapists can use to understand a patient in contrast to case hisrories, life-charts, and the others that are described in the sections that follow. But in practice, life hisrories should include any and all methods that can enrich and strengthen the understanding of a patient's life. We can call the gente life histories or life srories. What really matters is that the work of understanding patients' lives is done well.
Case Histories
Until the rise of biostatistics in the 19th century, case hisrories were perhaps the mainstay of clinical reasoning in medicine (Ackerknech t, 1982) . Physicians interested in learning more about the naturalistic course of abnormal behavior and mental functioning developed the case hisrory approach into a highly interpretative, even literary, form. An early example is Jean Itard's case history of Victor, a feral child with mental disabilities who was also deaf and mute (Lane, 1979) . From 1801 ro 1806, Itard documented his attempts to educate Vicror, with the overarching goal of understanding the relationship between sensory development and cognition. The case of Victor is portrayed in the 1971 film, The Wild Child, by director Fran<;:ois Truffaut, that was released at the same time the case of the abused child Genie became the subject of an extensive cognitive and linguistic study (Curtiss, 1977; Rymer, 1992a Rymer, , 1992b . One hundred years after Itard, Sigmund Freud's insightful and controversial case histories, such as that of Dora, an adolescent diagnosed with hysteria who he treated for only 11 weeks, continue to evoke new interpretations (Bernheimer & Kahane, 1990) .
In occupational therapy, case histories were the main form of evidence used ro demonstrate the effectiveness of treatment from the Moral Treatment Era through the founding of the profession in 1917. Case hisrories became less commonly used when the paradigm of occupation was replaced by a scientific paradigm in the 1920s, especially in the area of physical disabilities as compared with psychiatry (Kielhofner & Burke, 1977) . Standard case histories tend to be brief and focus narrowly on a clinical problem. Luria (1968) and Sacks's (1985 Sacks's ( , 1990 case histories of persons with neurological impairments presented the experience and meaning of symptoms and treatment in patients' everyday lives. Like hard and Freud, Luria and Sacks provided models for possible fulllength case hisrories in occupational therapy in which clinicians reflect on their own reaCtions as a source of information about the patients' conditions and document the interactions upon which their impressions were founded (see also Hasselkus, 1993) .
Life-Charts
In 1919, psychiatrist Adolf Meyer, a founder of occupational therapy, presented a paper on the use of the lifechart in his practice with patients with psychopathologies. Meyer (1919 Meyer ( /1948 argued that "medical psychology consists largely in determining the actual life history and experiences and concrete reactions of the patient" (p. 418, emphasis mine). The life-chan includes a horizontal bar for each year of the patient's life. Against this grid, vertical bars plot the patient's age, growth and development of specific organs, events concerning diseases and sex life, and the beginning and ending of other important life events and the patient's reactions to them.
One of the life-charts Meyer (1919 Meyer ( /1948 ) presented was of a woman with "invalidism in which a recovery might possibly have been obtained without mutilation [hysterectomy]" (p. 422). He wrote:
In rhe larrer case you find from me age of five a habir of headaches, a dependence on orhers, lack of emanciparion, a rendency ro appeal for symparhy by her complainrs; rhen afrer her marriage and rhe birch of a child and subsequenr inrerference wirh her normal insrincrive life, fear of losing rhe affecrion of her husband (a friend of rhe wife had come ro live in rhe house), and more invalidism; rhen several unforrunare and murilaring operarions, a real eviscerarion wimour any evidence of a srudy of rhe facrs in rhe case, bur finally a readjusrmenr under a rrearmenr esrablishing berrer habirs, a berrer undersranding of difficulries, and an end of making rhe Sacks (1985 Sacks ( , 1990 Meyer (1919/1948) Dollard (1935) Frank (1984) McCuaig and Frank (1991) Whire (1952) Lindc (1993) Monks and Frankenberg (1995) Myerhoff (1978 Myerhoff ( , 1992 Rosenwald and Ochberg (1992) Bar-On and Gilad (994) Rosenthal (1993) Matriogly (1991 b, 1994) 
Relevant Modiflcarions ro Dare
Texr can be shared wirh rhe parient ro validate and revise interprerarions before the case history is published (Stoller, 1988 ). Researcher's use of self-reflecrion can be highlighred as a source of undersranding (Hasselkus, 1993 ).
Can be done by the person alone or collaborarively with the researcher (Frank, 1984) . Key "turnings" can be identified (Frank, 1984; Mandelbaum, 1973) .
Can also be used ro rrack the life history of the rherapeutic relationship (Frank et aI., 1991) .
Should use dialogue and orher devices to distinguish the voices of researcher and life history subject, should include the life history subjecr's comments and critique, and should analyze issues of power and represenrarion (Frank, in press b; see also Crepeau, 1991) . Can be focused topically, for example, on the coherence of one's identiry as an occupational being (Clark, 1993) .
Assisted aurobiographies in which life srories are e1icired like life histories, with topical guides, but rewri"en and interprered through ongoing collaborarion in which effons are made continuously to empower rhe aurobiographet (De WaeIe & Harre, 1979; Townsend, 1993) .
Used to analyze a written autobiography (Frank, in press ).
Focus on occupational rherapists' collaborarion wirh patienrs ro e1icir and interprer life srories relevant to clinical pracrice: occuparional sroryrelling and occuparional srory making (Clark 1994 ) and volirional narrarives (Helfrich & Kielhofner, 1994 , Helfrich, Kielhofner, & Mattingly, 1993 .
remaining organs, rhe stomach and rhe head, the scapegoars for the In(Q a record "simply, controllably, and suggestively" (p. 422). The word suggestively is important because Meyer For Meyer (1919 /1948 , the life-chart was an "objecwas not only stringing events together, but linking them tive practical procedure" that allowed facts to be brought in an interpretation. Even a simple charting of the facts (Gilman, 1892 (Gilman, /1992 Smith-Rosenberg & Rosenberg, 1984; Wood, 1973 Wood, /1984 .
Life Histories
The term life history was in common usage by the 1930s and 1940s to refer to biographical and autobiographical materials in sociology, psychology, history, anthropology, psychiatry, social work, and other fields (Allport, 1942; Dollard, 1935; Gottschalk, Kluckhohn, & Angell, 1945; Langness, 1965; Langness & Frank, 1981) . Dollard (1935) defined life history as "a deliberate attempt to define the growth of a person in a cultural milieu and to make theoretical sense of it" (p. 3). Life histories are narratives that present a person's life chronologically, topically, or both, making sense of it in a social context. Such narratives may be written predominantly in the voice of the subject or the researcher, but they rypically involve long-term contact and collaboration (Frank, in press a; Langness & Frank, 1981 ). Dollard's (1935) criteria for judging the adequacy of life histories emphasize the constructive and interpretative role of the researcher. The term life history subject has been jusrly criticized for its negative connotation of unequal power (Personal Narratives Group, 1989) ; where I retain the conventional usage in the present article, I emphasize the life history's focus on subjective experience (versus subjection to experimental conditions). Dollard's criteria for the life history are the following:
I. The subjecr musr be viewed as a specimen in a cui rural series; II. The organic morors of acrion ascribed musr be socially rele-
vant;
III. The peculiar role of rhe family group in rransmirring rhe culrure musr be recognized; IV. The specific merhod of e1aborarion of organic marerials in [() social behavior musr be shown; V. The conrinuous relared characrer of experience from childhood rhrough adulrhood musr be stressed; VI. The "social siruarion" musr be carefully and conrinuously specified as a facror; VII. The life-hisrory marerial irself musr be organized and conceprualized. (p. 8) Although life histories became a standard method in anthropology with the rise of culture and personality studies (ca. 1925-1945) , the term has become almost synonymous with the works of Oscar Lewis (1961) , especially his best-selling book, Children of Sanchez. A less widely known, but also classic life history is humanistic psychologist R. W. White's (1952) , Lives in Progress, a study of normal personaliry development based on the comparative analysis of self-reports wrinen by three persons as college students and, later, as mature adults.
As in the works by Lewis (1961) and White (1952) , life history subjects are ordinary persons, not public figures. Although in anthropological life histories they have often been nonliterate members of a traditional sociery, ethnic minoriry, or urban subculture, these are not requirements for the selection of a life history subject. Usually, interviews are tape recorded and transcribed. Observations and personal documents such as diaries or historical records may also be used. Finally, life history materials are organized and analyzed according to theoretical interests. Life histories by occupational therapy researchers, for instance, have focused on how persons with impairments respond to treatment in the clinic and adapt in their own environments (Blanche, 1996; Clark, 1993; Fanchiang, 1996; Frank, 1984 Frank, , 1985 Frank, , 1988a Frank, , 1988b Frank, Huecker, Segal, Forwell, & Bagatell, 1991; Larson, 1996; McCuaig & Frank, 1991; Pierce & Frank, 1992; Price-Lackey & Cashman, 1996; White, in press ).
Concerns about the scientific use of life histories, and especially the positivistic requirements for reliabiliry and validiry of life history data (Allport, 1942; Dollard, 1935; Kluckhohn, 1945; Langness, 1965) , have been overshadowed more recently by narrative analyses aimed at the meaning of lives. Anthropologist Ruth Benedict (1947/1959) pointed out this more humanistic direction in an address given in the 1940s:
The unique value of life hisrories lies in rhar fracrion of rhe mareriaJ which shows whar repercussions rhe experiences of a man's lifecirher shared or idiosyncraric-have upon him as a human being molded in rhar environmenr. (p. 469) (Note, however, that narrative analyses require their own form of interpretative validiry, as has been discussed by such writers as Hammersley [1990J and Krefting [1989J.) An interest in phenomenology and hermeneutics accordingly appeared in the life history literature in the 1970s and 1980s (Frank, 1979; Langness & Frank, 1981; Watson, 1976; Watson & Watson-Franke, 1985) . Phenomenology may be defined as the study of persons' lived experiences; hermeneutics may be defined as the study of how meanings are constructed in texts. Interest in phenomenology encouraged scholars to construct more topical, less exhaustive life histories than implied by Dollard's (1935) criteria (e.g., Bateson, 1989; Ginsburg, 1989) . At the same time, interest in hermeneutics prompted researchers w write more extensively about their relationships with life hisrory subjects, the elicitation and editing of the life hisrory text, and negotiations about the meaning of the material (e.g., Behar, 1993; Crapanzano, 1980; Myerhoff, 1978 Myerhoff, , 1992 Personal Narratives Group, 1989; Shostak, 1981) . Like other ethnographers, life hisrorians began ro focus explicit arrenrion on issues of narrative authority, that is, on how differences of power berween the life historian and life hisrory subject ro conrrol conrenr and inrerpretations in the wrirren produce affect the represenration of the lived experience ro an outside audience (Clifford & Marcus, 1986; Frank, 1979; Langness & Frank, 1981; Marcus & Fischer, 1986) .
My long-term research with Diane DeVries, a woman born in 1950 with quadrilateral limb deficiencies, provides some examples of methodological shifts in life hisrory collaborations over nearly rwo decades. Begun in 1976, this work has drawn on nearly the full range of life history and life story methods, including a life-chart (Frank, 1984) , chronological narratives based on panicipanr observations over time (Frank, 1984 (Frank, , 1988b , reconsrructions of Diane's early life on the basis of inrerviews and clinical records (Frank, 1985) , a reflective analysis of the researcher's empathy and interpretations (Frank 1985) , comparative cases of Diane's conremporaries with congenital amputations who were seen at the same clinic (Frank, 1988a) , and narrative analysis of Diane's life srory with hermeneutic case reconstruction (Frank, in press b) .
In comparing Diane's life-chart (see Figure 1 ) with those of Meyer's patients, it can be noted that unlike Meyer's patienrs, Diane herself provided the material. Mandelbaum (1973) argued that life histories can be analyzed and compared in terms of their "cumings," defined as "the major transitions that occur when the person takes on a new set of roles, enrers inro fresh relations with a new set of people, and acquires a new self-conception" (p. 181). After Diane and I discussed the concept of turnings, Diane idenrified the ones that were important w her, providing her own interpretative frame. Finally, material from inrerviews with Diane frequently appears in the original form of dialogue so that her voice-rl1e life history subject's-can be distinguished from mine-the researcher's-as well as her interpretations.
Life Stories
Many of the classic life histories are first-person narratives edited so seamlessly by the researcher that they appear ro be autobiographies. The collaboration of the researcher as an inrerviewer, listener, observer, and editor
The American journal ofOccupational Therapy is masked by the illusion of a subject's life naturalistically unfolding (see Frank, 1979) . Research on life srories can be distinguished from life histories based on Dollard's (1935) criteria or Lewis's (I 961) model. Life story research was once more common among researchers in Europe than in the United States (Bertaux, 1981; Bertaux & Kohli, 1984) , but as Conrinental philosophies have spread to this country, so has the analysis of life stories as a form of oral discourse.
Life srory researchers examine the cultural scripts and narrative devices speakers use ro make sense of their own life experiences (Linde, 1987 (Linde, , 1993 Rosenthal, 1993; Rosenwald & Ochberg, 1992) . These researchers analyze discrete chunks of speech elicited under particular circumstances. Emphasis is put on how narratives about the self over time are constructed. Some researchers and clinicians who use a life srory approach in their work assume that subjects have no coherenr personality apart from the srory that they tell. Rather, they assert that the coherence of persons and lives is found in the srories themselves (Polkinghorne, 1988; Rosenwald & Ochberg, 1992; Schafer, 1992) .
Although life story researchers tend to emphasize "the truth of the telling" over "telling the truth," this does not result in methodological nihilism. On the contrary, some life srory researchers rigorously focus their analyses on the formal organization of speakers' narratives and exclude all theories imported from sources external ro the text (Mishler, 1992; Rosenthal, 1993) . They study linguistic practices and cultural strategies used by subjects to lend narrative coherence ro the disparate, sometimes conflicted, and even contradictory experiences of their lives.
Sociolinguist Charlorre Linde (1993) asserted that "in order to exist in the social world with a comfortable sense of being a good, socially proper, and stable person, an individual needs ro have a coherenr, acceptable, and constantly revised life swry" (p. 3). Ordinarily, even the briefest srories rold in conversation have the following structure: setting, complication, resolution, evaluation (or poinr), and coda (Labov & Waletsky, 1967) . The evaluation, or poinr, of a srory tells us something about the way the world is to the storyteller. Linde (1987 Linde ( , 1993 defined the life story as a special kind of discourse unit-one that is discontinuous in time and includes all the stories speakers tell over their lifetime in which the point is about themselves. Linde's (1993) conceptualization of the life srory as a temporally disconrinuous set of stories exposes the following problem: How do speakers create narrative coherence between disconrinuous and sometimes discrepanr Speal<ers use narrarive srraregies rhar make disconrinuiries in rheir life s[Ories seem only apparem, only remporary, parr of a larger chain of causal evems, or, perhaps as in rhe previous example, rhe resulr of aerions raken by a younger (i.e., differem) self Life srories of persons who acquire a disabiliry or chronic illness musr necessarily accoum for discominuiries among rheir pasr, presenr, and furure self. Awareness of rhe processes involved in such biographical work may permir occuparional rherapisrs [0 make more skilled clinical evaluarions of rheir pariems (Corbin & Srrauss, 1988; Monks & Frankenberg, 1995) .
Finally, clinicians and researchers can collaborare w elicir life swries, as in rhe assisred aurobiography merhod developed in Brussels by De Waele and Harre (1979) in a prison-based projecr wirh con vic red murders. In rhe Brussels projeer, rhe consrruction of an aurobiography was a cooperarive achievemem berween a ream and rhe parricipanr whose aurobiography was w be generared. The ream ideaJJy consisred of abour a dozen persons wirh diverse professional backgrounds, including, for example, a sociologisr, psychologisr, social worker, and physician. The parricipanr, aJrhough a prisoner, volunreered and received a salary .like rhe ream members. The rechnique involved conrinuous derailed negoriarion so rhar accoums were conrinuous.ly being reviewed by members of rhe ream and rhe parricipanr.
The crearion of an assisred auwbiography "is really a cominuous process of negoriared aurobiographical reconsrrucrion" (De Waele & Harre, 1979, p. 193 ) rhar rypically goes rhrough abour 10 successive readings of rhe basic auwbiography by rhe team members. Early versions of rhe parricipam's auwbiography were elicired and organized using rwo srraregies: (a) rime oriemarion, or rhe chronological sequence of evems and periods in the par-
The American Journal ofOccupational Tlurapy ricipanr's life, and (b) wpic oriemarion, using a lisr of wpics called rhe Biographical Invenrory rhar is similar bur nor idenrical w Dollard's (935) life hiswry criteria. Townsend (1993) inrroduced an ass is red aurobiography merhod in occuparional rherapy. Townsend used selections from published life hiswries and life swries abour persons similar in various ways [0 Rob, rhe aurobiographer, ro elicit comrasrive self-reflecrions abour his life as a black gay man born wirh quadrilareral limb deficiencies due ro rhalidomide.
Hermeneutic Case Reconstruction
Hermeneuric case reconsrrucrion (Rosenrhal, 1993; see also Bar-On & Gilad, 1994 ) is a rype of narrarive analysis rhar addresses rhe relarionship berween a person's life hisrory and life swry. The merhod has potential ro be used diagnostically w track how parienrs creare coherence our of disconrinuiries in their lives. Life swries change over rime; hermeneuric case reconstrucrions can help occuparional rherapisrs pinpoinr rhe imponam shifts. According w Rosenrhal (1993) , people have a comprehensive, general parrern of orienrarion ro pasr and furure rhar links rheir biographically relevam experiences in a gestalr (or parrem). In rhis regard, her approach differs from rhar of orher life srory researchers, such as Rosenwald and Ochberg (1992) who argued rhar life srories are nor represenrarive bur formarive of idenrity. However, Rosenrhal's approach is rypical of mosr life srory research in focusing on rhe way people rell rheir life srory on a particular occasion. The analysis includes how rhe marerial has been organized, whar is emphasized, what is left our, and how ir mighr be rold differenrly.
Rosenrhal (1993) argued rhar ir is necessary ro analyze borh rhe lived-rhrough, experienced life hisrory and rhe narrared life srory. "Life srory and life hisrory always come rogerher," she wrires, ''rhey are conrinuously dialecrically linked and produce each orher; rhis is rhe reason why we musr reconsrrucr borh levels no marrer wherher our main rarger is the life hisrory or the life story" (p. 61). Ir should be nored rhar Rosenrhal used rhe rerm life history in an even more resrricred sense rhan discussed earlier. For Rosenrhal, rhe life hisrory is more like rhe life-chan proposed by Meyer 0919/1948) rhan rhe naruralistic and inrerprerarive reconsrrucrion proposed by Dollard (1935) .
Briefly, hermeneuric case reconsuucrion involves rhe principles of reconsrrllcrive analysis and sequenrialiry. Reconsrrllcrive analysis is a phenomenological principle. Ir begins wirh rhe facrs of rhe life wirhour any parricular rheory in mind rarher rhan wirh a ser of preexisring caregories for analysis. Sequenrialiry is a hermeneutic princi-pie. It approaches the life story as the product of the interview, an interactive social process during which the speaker makes choices at each narrative juncture about what material to include or exclude and the consequence of the decision.
The two principles are brought together in a thematic field analysis, as will be shown using an excerpt from a hermeneutic case reconstruction based on the unpublished autobiography of Diane DeVries (Frank, in press b) . First, a life history chronology, actually a kind of life-chart, was derived only on the basis of the events referred to in the life story (see Table 2 ). Next, the narrative junctures or shifts of style in the life story were sequentialized. The styles were identified as narration, description, argument, theorizing, report, and evaluation (Rosenthal, 1993) .
The life history (Table 2 ) includes events at the time of Diane's birth, specifically the reactions of the attending physician, nurses, and her father to seeing her; an exorcism held by her grandmother; her near adoption by Catholic sisters; her mother's reaction later to taking her baby daughter out in public; a conversation with her mother's friend; a discussion with her father; and several discussions with her mother in adulthood. But Diane's life Story (see Table 3 ) does not take the form of an unbroken narrative, and this is where the sequentialization can help in understanding what her story accomplishes.
In comparing the life history (Table 2 ) with the life story (Table 3) , the intricacy and inventiveness of the telling becomes evident. The sequentialization of the story (Table 3) highlights how Diane has expanded and distributed a fairly compact core set of life events (Table  2 , through paragraph 26) across twO substantial chapters of her autobiography. Many of Diane's interpretations come before, rather than after, the narrative segments to which they refer. Before telling us her mother's story about the exorcism, for example, Diane argues (Table 3, paragraphs 7 & 8) that her mother's stories may not be reliable because her fears may have affected her perception of events. This formal, structural analysis of the presentation styles demonstrates how in her life Story, Diane assumes a great deal of authority to frame her story and to explicate her reading of the life history events. Linde's (1993) work suggested that one can find the meaning Diane attaches to her life story by locating the evaluations she makes about herself It must be stressed, nevertheless, that a listener or reader can only make an interpretation that is more or less valid. There is not enough space here to fully present and defend my interpretations of Diane's autobiography. But with Rosenthal's (1993) method of hermeneutic case reconstruction, the reader can quickly see the way Diane positions herself as narrator in a manner that seems to say about herself: "I can orchestrate my self-display and others wi11 want to get to know me." Diane uses narrative shifts in her life story (Table 3) to reframe the implications, point by point, of the core life history narrative ( Table 2 ). The life history material is drawn mainly from stories told earlier to Diane by her mother. Diane displays her storytelling prowess from the start by asserting her own thematization of what she refers to as the "bizarre" events associated with her birth because of her unusual appearance. From her description of the exaggerated reactions of the physician who faints, the nurses who refuse to bring Diane's mother her baby, and her father who runs away, the reader can imagine only the worst. But these descriptions buy Diane narrative time in which to establish herself as a good talker who completely engages our interest. This buildup actually defuses the possible shock when Diane finally describes herself in paragraph 14 as having no arms and legs. Narratively, then, Diane reworks the dilemma at her birth of rejection based on the appearance of her body.
Therapeutic Emplotment
Therapeutic emplotment (Mattingly 1991 (Mattingly b, 1994 ) is a narrative method used in clinical reasoning to understand patients' lives as a process of moving toward future possibilities that are not yet fully formulated. Mattingly proposed that when meeting a new patient, clinicians stop to ask themselves, "What story am I in?" Mattingly conceptualized the occupational therapist and the patient as characters in an improvised story that they construct together. The story is not necessarily spoken or written but is inscribed through action. The ongoing treatment plot is therefore not the same as a life history, which is typically a retrospective rather than prospective form of making narrative coherence. However, therapeutic emplotment requires the clinician to gather retrospective data to make interpretations about who individual patients are, where they have come from, and where they might be going:
Prospecrive rrearmenr srories were based on whar rherapisrs observed and inferred about the patient's larger life history, which involved borh rhe parienr's pasr and furure. The rherapeuric srories rhar rhe rherapisrs imagined rook rneir power and plausibiliry as parr of a larger hisrorical conrext rhar included a past rhar began before rherapy srarred and a furure rhar would exrend afrer rherapy had ended. (Marringly, 1991 (Marringly, b, p. 1001 Other clinical approaches inspired by Mattingly's work also depend on a background of life history methods co enter the patient's world of past and future. These clinical approaches include the analysis of volitional narquately the authority of informants" (Clifford, 1988 , p. ratives (Helfrich et al., 1994 Helfrich & Kielhofner, 45) . Crepeau (1991) proposed that occupational thera-1994) and occupational storytelling and occupational pists use dialogue and skilled interpretation of interactive story making (Clark, 1993) . Clark, for instance, used a cues in clinical practice to move beyond the limited blend of qualitative research techniques and occupational understanding of the patient experiences possible in hosscience theory in an informal, improvised therapeutic pital settings. Inequalities of power in clinical relationintervention with Penny Richardson, a professional colships, as in research relationships, may suppress the voices league who had had a stroke. Clark presented her qualitaof patients. In critical anthropology, life stories are protive research in the form of a narrative analysis, which, she posed as a way to include the voices of subjects. But the wrote, means that "the complex set of events in the story appearance of inclusion may in fact be only a more subtle will not be presented as umelated episodes, but rather as form of muting uncomfortable differences, as Dossa linked by meaning, as a coherent story given plot by (1994) has argued: human feelings and intentions" (p. 1068). The source of 
Theory, and Productive Dialogues
It has been pointed out that contemporary ethnographic Crapanzano (1977) has warned that subjects may writing has been seeking new ways "to represent ademerely acquiesce to the researcher's version of their life
The American journal ofOccupational Therapy Diane's father leaves the waiting room and goes to the delivery room, sees a nutse covet his wife's face with a sheer, and faints
Nutse shoves Diane up into het father's face withour a word of prepatation, and he flees
The "bizarre" events soon occurred; Diane's mothet is the sautee of the evaluation Diane's mother's stoties may not be valid; one must listen to her feats and visualize het perceptions of tealiry Diane's mothet reports that people avoided het and het new baby; Diane's aunt temembers the reverse siruation Diane's grandmother invites het daughtet to tecovet at het house but has not yet seen the baby It will be a "ptemiete opening" ro top a.ll premieres Diane's teputation always ptecedes her Diane is neither a celebtity nor someone who imptoved sociery not an inventot of a technological wondet; she is a wonderfully unique convetsation piece that can be convened inro an attractive cenrerpiece
Gtandmothet had a knowledge of God and sin; het reaction was shaped not only by het teligion but by her relationship with het daughter
Gtandmother snatched Diane ftom het mother's atms and placed het in the midst of a citcle of people shouting, wailing, and speaking in tongues ro chase out Satan from the baby Diane's mothet told het tWO vetsions of the Story concerning Gtandmother's beliefs: that Diane's mother fornicated with Satan and, latet, that Diane's mothet was possessed by the devil and thetefate had "such a defotmed baby"
Neithet sroty makes any teal diffetence to Diane, except to make fOt a mOte colotful movie sctipt; het "unique body srructute" is nor a tesult of eithet parents' sins
God created Diane in His perfect image
God's conception of "perfect' in no way coincides with alII cultural ideal Diane would be seen as perfect only through rhe eyes of J. R. R. Tolkien, but Diane has viewed herself as God views her, making her "walk" through life quire pleasant Reporting dialogue is one means of restoring or enhancing the authority of life history subjects (Dwyer, 1982; Freire, 1970 Freire, /1993 Tedlock, 1983) . This style allows the life history subject to control his or her own selfrepresentation to a greater extent and to maintain interpretations that may differ from those of the researcher, but only if the researcher (or clinician) is willing to hear and able to tolerate dissent. From a critical point of view, life histOly and life story research that presents a coherent account, one that is completely smooth and shows no evidence of conflicts of interpretation, should probably be treated cautiously. (For examples of life histories in which conflicts of interpretation are integrated into the analysis, see Linden, 1993, chapters 10 & 11; Mbilinyi, 1989.) To share lessons from my own practice as a life historian, Diane DeVries routinely reads drafts of my papers to give me her general reactions, comments regarding accuracy, and interpretations. It has been extremely important for me to listen to and report conflicts of interpretation. Because of the overall tendency for long-term collaborators to seek a middle ground of acceptance and compromise (Kennedy, 1995) , which might lead to a degree of acquiescence, I have treated Diane's disagreements with me as particularly crucial matters for further description and analysis. From time to time, Diane has flatly disagreed with my interpretations. Discussing these conflicts and writing about them have been the most productive technique for building my understanding of her life, even when it has meant having to rewrite a paper from scratch that was destined for publication and had taken months to write. Not minor considerations for an academic's career-or ego.
Finally, the choice of life history subject, use of research methods, and selection of material for interpretation are influenced in subtle and complex ways by the life historian's own experiences (Crapanzano, 1977; Herdt & Stoller, 1990) . Life histories provide a kind of "shadow biography" of the researcher (Frank 1979 (Frank , 1995 . The researcher's or clinician's intuitions, projections, and feelings about the other's life need to be clarified (Frank, in press c; Frank et al., 1991; McCuaig & Frank, 1991) . If not, they compound the issues of unequal power discussed by Crepeau (1991) and Dossa (1994) .
Do the foregoing concerns about interpreting and representing others' experiences mean that autobiographies are the only valid method for such research? Are life stories a better method for research than life histories? I don't think so. Life history methods are likely to be useful and necessary as long as persons want their life stories to be heard and understood by others. Listening is both a creative act and a political one. It involves participation in an ongoing exchange between the clinician and patient or the researcher and subject as well as with their relevant communities (Dossa, 1994; Gottlieb, 1995) . Even more radically, Rosenwald and Ochberg (1992) proposed that life story researchers ask of their data: "How can this life story be better?" They proposed hearing life stories as conflicted outcomes of the struggle between consciousness and repression, between individual desire and social adaptation. Judging what makes for better stories is therefore a central problem for the analysis of life stories:
The silences, truncarions, and confusions in srories as well as rhe occasional ourbreaks of anion conrradicring an individual's "official" narrarive, point our ro us-and ro rhe narraror, if only his or her recognirion can be enlisred-whar else mighr be said and sought. (p. 7) From the standpoint of critical anthropology, I would argue that Dollard's (1935) criteria for the life history will continue to be useful if the following criteria are added:
VIII. Life srory marerials should be presenred whenever possible in rexrual forms rhar disringuish rhe subjecr's discourse from rhar produced by rhe life historian;
IX. The subjecr's self-analysis should be an objecr for interprerarion, rhe life history documenr should in mosr cases be reviewed by rhe subjecr, and rhe subject's cririque should be included in rhe rexr;
X. The historical contexr of rhe life hisrory and life srory discourses should be specified, including an analysis of power and orher relarions berween rhe life historian and subject. (Frank, in press b) In applying a life history approach, it is inevitable that clinicians (like researchers) will sometimes question, disagree with, or not understand parts of the life story that a patient might initially bring to or enact in therapy. It is important for clinicians to keep track of whose story it is-that is, who is making the points and evalua-tions-and to have the skills to listen for and engage with new versions, new interpretations, and new tellings. These skiHs can enrich the dialogues and interactions through which occupational therapists work to facilitate positive changes in their parients' lives....
